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SYNOPSIS
Background: Published manuscripts are the main source of biological knowledge. Since
the manual examination is almost impossible due to the huge volume of literature data
(approximately 19 million abstracts in PubMed), intelligent text mining systems are of great
utility for knowledge discovery. However, most of current text mining tools have limited
applicability because of i) providing abstract-based search rather than sentence-based
search, ii) improper use or lack of ontology terms, iii) the design to be used for specific
subjects, or iv) slow response time that hampers web services and real time applications.
Results: We introduce an advanced text mining system called PubMine that supports
intelligent knowledge discovery based on diverse bio-ontologies. PubMine improves query
accuracy and flexibility with advanced search capabilities of fuzzy search, wildcard search,
proximity search, range search, and the Boolean combinations. Furthermore, PubMine
allows users to extract multi-dimensional relationships between genes, diseases, and
chemical compounds by using OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing) techniques. The
HUGO gene symbols and the MeSH ontology for diseases, chemical compounds, and
anatomy have been included in the current version of PubMine, which is freely available at
http://pubmine.kobic.re.kr.
Conclusions: PubMine is a unique bio-text mining system that provides flexible searches
and analysis of biological entity relationships. We believe that PubMine would serve as a
key bioinformatics utility due to its rapid response to enable web services for community
and to the flexibility to accommodate general ontology.
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Introduction

Table 1. Sentence-based query examples

With the deluge of literature data in bioinformatics, biologists
have difficulty in finding knowledge or relevant information from the
literature. The volume of literature data is increasing almost
exponentially recently. There are over 3,000 biological journals, in
which about a million papers are published every year. For example,
130 journals are found to publish manuscripts related to breast
cancer at the rate of 27 papers a week. It is estimated that 70% of
biologists' office hours is devoted to examining literatures 1.
Extensive survey of preliminary literatures is directly connected to
their research productivity in terms of time and cost savings by
avoiding research overlaps and by getting significant scientific hints.
Therefore, it is essential to take advantage of text mining tools to
handle huge biological literature data strategically. Although various
text mining tools such as Entrez2, iHOP3, MedMiner 4, PolySearch1,
FACTA5, and GoPubMed6 are being widely used, they were
developed for specific aims, thus having limited ability in terms of
advanced search and analysis.
NCBI‟s Entrez2, the most widely used tool for retrieving biological
literatures, supports simple and advanced searches. In spite of its
powerful search for specific fields of literatures (e.g. title, author,
journal, affiliation, date, etc.), it does not support elaborate
sentence-based search that is helpful in reducing false-positives
efficiently. iHOP (Information Hyperlinked over Proteins)3 generates
an interaction network built from co-citation of genes or proteins
within a sentence. However, it is a major disadvantage to support
gene or protein names only as a query type. PolySearch1 and
FACTA5 retrieve relationships among biological entities of proteins,
diseases, drugs, and organisms, based on sentence pattern
recognition. PolySearch is based on heuristic weighting of
differential co-occurrence to infer significant relationships between
terms. Disadvantages of these programs may be the limited use of
ontology terms, slow response time, late update, and a priori
defined query types. GoPubMed5 provides the state of the art web
interfaces with the ontology support. But the search type is rather
fixed with no web service capability.
In this paper, we propose an elaborate sentence-based textmining system called PubMine, which supports flexible and diverse
types of query, full structured ontologies, fast and easy-to-use
interfaces. It also supports multi-dimensional analysis of
relationships between genes, diseases and chemical compounds
by using the OLAP (On-Line Analytic Processing) technique7. OLAP
is an approach to swiftly answer multidimensional analytical queries,
mainly used in business intelligence, which encompasses relational
reporting and data mining. The multidimensional data model, an
integral part of OLAP, is designed to solve complex queries in real
time.
In the following sections, we describe the algorithmic details and
implemented features of PubMine.

Query Type

Example Query

Fuzzy
Search

BRCA1~

Proximity
Search

“BRCA1
p53”~10

Range
Search

mod_date
(20020101 to
20030101)

Wildcard
Search

interact*

Logical
Expression

“BRCA1 p53”~10
AND (bind* OR
interact* OR
associate*)

Query Description
• Retrieve sentences containing
words similar to BRCA1
i.e. BRCA1a, BRCA-1,
BRCAⅠ ,BRCA-Ⅰ
• Retrieve sentences that word
distance between BRCA1 and p53 in
each sentence is lower than 10.
• Retrieve sentences within specific
ranges of publication date.
• Retrieve sentences including
“interact” derivatives.
i.e. interact, interacts, interacted,
interaction,
• Retrieve sentences, which contain
two protein names, BRCA1 and p53,
10 of distances between the two, and
derivatives of bind, interact, and
associate.

Users can extract meaningful information in combination of fuzzy search, proximity
search, range search, wildcard search, and logical expression operators.

and edit distance algorithm8. For example, search for BRCA1~
identifies all BRCA1-related terms such as BRCA-1, BRCA-I,
BRCA1/a, BRCA1/b, etc. This expansion improves search
coverage significantly by including ambiguous terms. The proximity
search limits the distance (the number of words) between two terms.
This is useful in removing false positives. Our experiment shows
that 98% of the hits with distance of over 10 words are identified as
false. The wildcard search finds derivatives or ambiguous words
with an asterisk (*) for a multiple-character wildcard search and a
question mark (?) for a single-character wildcard search. The range
search can be applied on the alphanumeric value of date or pmid to
limit the range of query results. Finally, biologists can make
elaborate queries by combining these search functions in the
Boolean logical operators such as „AND‟, „OR‟, „NOT‟, „(„, and ‟)‟.
Another major feature of PubMine is to analyze the
multidimensional relationships among biological entities of genes,
diseases and chemical compounds. To effectively retrieve
relationships among biological entities, we use a collection of OLAP
queries based on a star schema7. It is noteworthy that
multidimensional analysis enables users to perform sophisticated
analysis for the biological entities. For example, a typical search of
disease-related genes is one dimensional analysis (i.e. X→Y style,
where X is a disease and Y is a gene). Virtually all currently
available tools including PolySearch, FACTA, and GoPubMed
belong to this category. PubMine is unique to extend conventional
search into multidimensional one. As an example of two
dimensional search, we can find chemical compounds that are
related to a specific disease and a gene simultaneously (i.e. X, Y →
Z style, where X is a disease, Y is a gene, and Z is a chemical
compound).

Results
Key features of PubMine
PubMine is a sentence-based text mining system that provides a
fast and easy-to-use web application with flexible and diverse types
of query. It also supports multi-dimensional analysis of relationships
between genes, diseases and chemical compounds with full
structured ontologies.
PubMine supports diverse types of powerful searches such as
the fuzzy search, proximity search, wildcard search, range search,
and the Boolean combinations as shown in Table 1. The fuzzy
search finds similar terms based on Levenshtein distance algorithm

User interface
PubMine's web interface was developed in standard HTML and
JSP. A screenshot of the query interface for a simple search is
shown in Figure 1. In the simple query, users can choose the 'in
sentence' option for the sentence-based search, or the 'in abstract'
option for the abstract-based search as the query target. Many false
positive results can be reduced by the sentence-based search
because most of the meaningful relationships appear within a
sentence (e.g. protein-protein, protein-drug, and gene-disease
relationships).
The output for the simple query is shown in the lower part of
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Figure 1. A screenshot of PubMine's query interface and the result
view of a simple query. The simple search interface allows users to create
their queries for both sentence and abstract targets. For example, a query, „BRCA1
AND p53 AND (interact* OR bind*)’, can find interaction information between
BRCA1 and p53 in sentence unit.

Figure 1. Initial output shows the list of target sentences that are
clickable to show the full abstract. Additional information such as
journal name, publication year, and impact factor is included as well.
Note that terms belonging to the ontologies (anatomy, organisms,
genes, diseases, and chemical compounds) appear in colored text
to enhance the visibility and hyperlinked for user's convenience.
Users can download the search results in text or Excel formats.
In OLAP query, users can find corresponding sentences to
identify relationships between biological entities. Figure 2 shows the
search for diseases related to the BRCA1 gene. Input query type is
the gene name and users select the associated term category
(disease in this example). The result shows the summary table of

Figure 2. A screenshot of OLAP query and results. After entering a
query (i.e. BRCA1 as a gene name) and clicking the 'OLAP Search' button, users
can examine the summary of result in the 'Result panel' (i.e. Disease List) and
detailed information in the 'Sentence Panel' (i.e. BRCA1-Carcinomas related
sentences).

term occurrences and the retrieved sentences in a similar format of
the previous result. We count the number of sentences where the
given keyword appears together with any ontology terms in the
selected category (e.g. MeSH C terms for disease). Clicking on the
identified term leads users to examine the candidate sentences.

Discussion and Conclusion
Various programs are being used for text mining for biological
literatures. In Table 2, we provide a broad qualitative comparison of
PubMine with other text mining systems such as Entrez, MedMiner,

Table 2. Feature comparison of various bio-textmining systems1
Entrez

MedMiner

iHOP

PolySearch

PubMine
Gene, Disease,
Anotomy, Chemical
Compounds, and
elaborate user-defined
search

Type of Search
Supported

Literature, Disease,
Gene, Structure,
Taxonomy, SNP,
Compound, Etc.

Gene, Drug,
Text Word

Gene

Gene, Disease, Drug,
Metabolite,
Tissues/Organs,
Subcellular,
Localization, Text Word

Extensive hyperlinking

Most Extensive

Less Extensive

More Extensive

More Extensive

More Extensive

User-Defined Query
Design

Yes, but limited on
Abstract

Limited

Limited

Limited

Flexible

Query Coverage

Wide. But limited on
Abstract

Narrow

Narrow

Narrow

Wide

Performance

Good

Medium

Good

Low

Good

Text and sentence
highlighting

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Co-occurrence
scoring scheme

None

No

Sentence Level

Sentence Level

Sentence Level

Use of keywords for
association words

None

Predefined keywords

Predefined keywords

Predefined & custom
association words

Fully custom
association words

Sentence pattern
recognition

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Thesaurus query
synonym expansion

Yes, limited

Yes, limited

Yes, for genes only

Yes

Yes
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iHOP, and PolySearch. Diverse aspects of programs are covered
including „type of search supported‟, „extensive hyper-linking‟,
„response time‟, „user-defined query design‟, „ontology support‟, and
so on. Each program has its own merits and disadvantages
according to the design spirit, but the performance of PubMine is
pretty decent in overall aspects. Particularly, it has an excellent
grade for „user-defined query design‟ to support flexible queries,
„query coverage‟ to cover general ontology terms of biological
interest, „response time‟ due to implementation of the star schema,
and „type of search supported‟ to support multidimensional analysis.
Even though PubMine has similar characteristics with PolySearch,
our program supports more flexible types of user-defined query and
full structure of ontology terms in MeSH. Furthermore, PubMine‟s
response time is usually within seconds, whereas PolySearch takes
much longer time to retrieve relevant sentences that contain
relationships between two biological entities except pre-calculated
cases.
Even though PubMine is competitive with other text mining tools,
it still has many aspects to improve both in terms of performance
and user convenience. The website will be enhanced significantly to
support the full ontology structures as in the GoPubMed and to
implement several user-convenient features such as personal
account to save queries and results. We plan to develop a curationaid tool that allows users to examine and select meaningful hits
rapidly. Furthermore, tools for statistical analysis will be included as
well to increase intuitive understanding of query results.
We also plan to provide the web services based on SOAP
(Simple Object Access Protocol) so that other programs can utilize
PubMine using the web API. This would enhance the utility of our
program significantly since no text mining program is available for
web services. Rapid response of PubMine makes the web services
possible.
PubMine is a unique and powerful text mining system for
biological literatures with many merits such as flexible searches,
ontology-based relationship analysis among biological entities, and
fast response time with OLAP implementation. We believe that
PubMine, available at http://pubmine.kobic.re.kr, would be a useful
web application for both biologists and bioinformaticians.

Methods
Text mining usually consists of several steps: Text preparation
and pre-processing, mining query evaluation and result verification.
Text preparation and pre-processing
This step is the most time consuming step in text mining and
essential for efficient text retrieval and analysis since enormous
amount of biomedical literatures are stored in unstructured format.
PubMine has four steps for the text preparation and preprocessing tasks: abstract file creation, sentence tokenization,
inverted index creation, and dimensional index creation. Figure 3
shows these steps. We use the PubMed literatures as the source
data, which includes over 19 million abstracts from MEDLINE and
other life science journals2.

Figure 3. Text preparation and pre-processing procedure.
However, sentence detection is not quite reliable because the tool
splits sentences by semicolon (“;”), colon (":") and a period ("."). In
fact, we found that 10% of all tokenized sentences were incomplete.
As incomplete sentences cause a negative impact on a sentencebased search, we developed an incomplete sentence complement
algorithm. After applying this algorithm, the percentage of
incomplete sentence was under 1% and the number of the
tokenized sentences was reduced from 92817421 to 82385179.
In the inverted index creation step, PubMine builds an inverted
index for the tokenized sentences to allow fast full-text searches.
The inverted index maintains mapping information for the document
references of keywords (usually noun, verb, adjective and adverb)
in each sentence, excluding stop words like prepositions and
conjunctions13. PubMine utilizes the inverted index for elaborate
sentence searches, which include wildcard search, fuzzy search,
proximity search, range search, and logical expression search.
Furthermore, we use the inverted index for fast dimensional index
creation in the next step.
In the dimension index creation step, we build dimensional
indexes for biological entities such as genes, diseases, and
chemical compounds by using the MeSH ontology14 and the HUGO
gene symbols15. Table 3 shows the summary statistics of biological
ontology terms. The OLS (Ontology Lookup Service) will be added
to cover more biological concepts in the future. To create each
dimensional index, it is critical to remove the garbage terms like
ALL, UP, DO, OUT, etc. as shown in Table 4. These terms have a
negative impact on detecting semantic relationships between
biological entities. In addition, they cause a performance delay due
to the many occurrences. These terms were removed by manual
inspection after ordering all terms according to frequencies. As a
result, we found that these terms (0.03% of all terms) occupy 30%
of index size and that over 99% of these terms are not associated

Table 3. Summary statistics of ontology terms for biological
entities
Category

In the abstract file creation step, we downloaded the abstract files
from NCBI‟s PubMed to our local database periodically. After
download, we removed any duplicate data based on the key field
pmid and filtered out empty abstracts that do not include any
meaningful contents. The amount of empty abstract was an
approximately 44% (8,487,565) of the entire abstracts (19,347,443).

Synonyms

Source

Anatomy

1615

9925

Organisms

3570

19396

MeSH (B)

Diseases

4408

39610

MeSH (C)

Chemical compounds
and Drugs

8815

72645

MeSH (D)

28733

106735

HUGO

Genes

In the sentence tokenizing step, PubMine tokenizes each
abstract into sentence units by utilizing the SPECIALIST NLP 12.

Unique
Entities

MeSH (A)

PubMine uses the MeSH terms for anatomy, organisms, diseases, chemical
compounds and drugs; and HGNC gene symbols and synonyms for gene names.
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Table 5. Relationship analysis between biological entities using
star-join SQL queries

Table 4. Partial list of garbage terms
Division

Terms

Genes

CELL, SIMPLE, ALL, T, CAN, MICE, FAT, HAS, NE,
TYPE, PH, TH, END, CT, II, FACT, FIND, LIGHT, HE,
DAMAGE, LARGE, PER, LI, PR, Men, CD, UP, OUT,
DO, IV, II, gamma, GAMMA, SEX, GO, STEP, ODD,
DELTA, SHE, ER, IMPACT, CAT, MED, beta, BETA,
AM, KILLER, MINOR, NUDE, SET, BEST, RED, FISH,
GREAT, MASS, RANK, STOP, CAR, REST, STEP, CI,
NM, SE, IP, lobe, CUT

(A) gene-disease relationship query

Chemical
compounds

DNA, RNA, Proteins, Water, Lead, Elements, Acids

Anatomy

CELLS, Brain, Blood, Serum, Heart, Liver, Plasma

Diseases

Disease, Infection, Syndrome, Pain, Death, Body
Weight

SELECT term, COUNT(*)
FROM ( SELECT DI.pmid, DI.sid, DI._mid
FROM DiseaseIndex DI, (SELECT pmid, sid
FROM GeneIndex
WHERE gname='p53'
LIMIT 50000) GI
WHERE DI.pmid = GI.pmid AND
DI.sid = GI.sid
) DD, mesh_term MT
WHERE DD._mid = MT.no
GROUP BY term
ORDER BY COUNT(*) DESC;
(B) gene-chemical relationship query

These terms are not considered in building dimensional indexes. They are usually
common words, not biological keywords.

to any biological meaning.
Mining query evaluation and result verification
Data model and query for multidimensional analysis among
biological entities
PubMine uses star schema as shown in Figure 4 for
multidimensional analysis among biological entities. A star schema
consists of a fact table and multiple dimension tables that are
connected by foreign keys. In this study, the star schema consists
of a fact table (Sentence) and four dimension tables
(ChemicalIndex, GeneIdx, KeywordIdx and DiseaseIdx). In addition
to the star schema, a source table (Abstract) and four dictionary
tables (Keyword, Chemical, Disease and Gene) are maintained in
the database.
In PubMine, various relationships among biological entities can
be analyzed by means of OLAP queries, which support
sophisticated multi-dimensional analysis. Table 5 shows examples
of OLAP queries that retrieve gene-disease relationships and genechemical relationships.
There is obvious contrast between PubMine and conventional
mining tools in the data analysis. PubMine can perform various

Figure 4. Data model of star schema for multidimensional analysis.
The Abstract table (source table) contains the full abstracts of PubMed. The
Sentence table (fact table) keeps sentence information from the sentence
tokenizing step, and four dimension tables (GeneIdx, DiseaseIdx, ChemicalIdx, and
KeywordIdx) maintain index information for gene, diseases, chemical compounds,
and terms in sentences. Four dictionary tables (Gene, Disease, Chemical, and
Keyword) include ontology information such as standard keywords, synonyms and
annotation information.

SELECT MM.term, COUNT(*)
FROM ( SELECT DISTINCT pmid,sid,gname
FROM GeneIndex
WHERE gname='p53'
LIMIT 50000) AA,
ChemicalIndex CC,
mesh_term MM
WHERE AA.pmid=CC.pmid AND
AA.sid = CC.sid AND
MM.no=CC.cid
GROUP BY MM.term
ORDER BY COUNT(*) DESC;
.(A) gene-disease relationship query retrieves diseases related to a gene „p53’;
(B) gene-chemical relationship query shows chemical compounds related to a
gene „p53’.

relationship analyses among biological entities just by writing SQL
queries. However, conventional tools such as PolySearch and
FACTA need program development or data management because
their data models define queries in a static manner. A key problem
in PubMine is the performance when large number of records is in
the fact table or dimension tables. In fact, the numbers of records in
the fact table Sentence and the index table GeneIdx are about 80
million and 40 million, respectively. To solve performance problem,
we optimize the database parameters to reduce I/O cost, maximize
cache hits, and build SQL queries carefully to utilize indexes, and
process sub-range efficiently. Experiments show that response time
for most queries has been reduced to less than 3~5 seconds by
these optimizations.

Figure 5. PubMine architecture. PubMine consists of three tiers: a data
source tier, a middleware tier and a web service tier. The data source tier manages
original text data and related indexes (dimension indexes and inverted index). The
middleware tier provides an application server for java servlets and database
pooling. Finally, the web service tier provides a user-friendly web interface
including an easy query window for simple and OLAP searches.
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